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a b s t r a c t

This article shows a transmission line model for simulation of fast and slow transients, applied to sym-
metrical or asymmetrical configurations. A transmission line model is developed based on lumped ele-
ments representation and state-space techniques. The proposed methodology represents a practical
procedure to model three-phase transmission lines directly in time domain, without the explicit or impli-
cit use of inverse transforms. In three-phase representation, analysis modal techniques are applied to
decouple the phases in their respective propagation modes, using a correction procedure to set a real
and constant matrix for untransposed lines with or without vertical symmetry plane. The proposed meth-
odology takes into account the frequency-dependent parameters of the line and in order to include this
effect in the state matrices, a fitting procedure is applied. To verify the accuracy of the proposed
state-space model in frequency domain, a simple methodology is described based on line distributed
parameters and transfer function associated with input/output signals of the lumped parameters repre-
sentation. In addition, this article proposes the use of a fast and robust integration procedure to solve the
state equations, enabling transient and steady-state simulations. The results obtained by the proposed
methodology are compared with several established transmission line models in EMTP, taking into
account an asymmetrical three-phase transmission line. The principal contribution of the proposed
methodology is to handle a steady fundamental signal mixed with fast and slow transients, including
impulsive and oscillatory behavior, by a practical procedure applied directly in time domain for symmet-
rical or asymmetrical representations.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There are several transmission line models available in the Elec-
tromagnetic Transient Program (EMTP) and Alternative Transient Pro-
gram (ATP) based on lumped and distributed parameters.

From a lumped parameters model, the line is represented by
multiple elemental sections connected in cascade. An approach
of the distributed nature of the line parameters can be adequately
obtained, considering the transient frequency range, line length
and a sufficient number of nominal elements.

When a lumped parameters line model is adopted, the repre-
sentation of the differential equations in state space is an alterna-
tive way to carry out simulations directly in time domain, without
the explicit use of inverse transforms, by using of numerical or

analytic integration methods [1]. Therefore, it is possible to simu-
late electromagnetic transients taking into account time-variable
and nonlinear components, such as corona effects and fault arcs
[2–4], or when a detailed voltage and current profile is required
[5]. These characteristics are some of the main advantages of line
modeling by lumped elements instead a distributed-parameters
model.

The distributed-parameters models are implemented directly
from the two-port line representation in frequency domain and
the time-domain simulations are performed by inverse transforms.
This procedure represents a wide range of frequencies and the
transients are calculated with good accuracy. However, the line
models based on distributed parameters have restrictions in the
inclusion of time-variable and nonlinear components in line mod-
eling as well as when a detailed profile of current and voltage along
the line is required [6].

Another fundamental aspect about transmission line modeling
is the frequency dependence of the electric parameters. Several
published papers show that the lumped parameters models have
been developed without take into account the frequency depen-
dence of the line longitudinal parameters [1–5] and then limiting
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